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Technical Note

Automatic Cursor Snapping into Multi-Resolution Grid Systems

Based on Fuzzy Model

Qamar Uddin Khand,† Sato Saga† and Junji Maeda†

This paper presents a new grid snapping technique named Multi-resolution Fuzzy Grid
Snapping (MFGS) that realizes automatic mouse cursor snapping for multi-resolution grid
systems. In order to make drawings that include both fine and rough structures, quick switch-
ing between high and low resolution grid snapping is essential. MFGS dynamically selects a
snapping resolution level from the multi-resolution grid system according to user’s pointing
manners and dispenses with manual switching of the snapping resolution. Our experimental
results demonstrate that MFGS is an effective grid snapping technique, which speeds up the
low-resolution grid snapping while keeping ability for the high-resolution grid snapping.

1. Introduction

Grid snapping is one of the most commonly
used techniques for object alignment in CAD
applications. In presently available CAD ap-
plications, appropriate grid resolution depends
upon the structural fineness of objects that a
user intends to draw, and the user has to switch
the resolution frequently. Since such switching
is done manually, automatic switching of snap-
ping resolution has been expected. Therefore,
in this paper, we propose a new grid snapping
technique, named Multi-resolution Fuzzy Grid
Snapping (MFGS), that realizes snapping for
multi-resolution grid systems, which automati-
cally switches the snapping resolution.

Automatic control of grid size for object snap-
ping has been given in HyperSnapping 1), where
a user can control the snapping resolution level
only by dragging objects. In this technique, the
snapping resolution depends upon structures of
already drawn objects, and user’s intention is
only known to the system if a user can set an-
chor and sub-anchor points properly. In con-
trast, MFGS is a simple cursor snapping tech-
nique that infers user’s intention about snap-
ping resolution directly from his/her pointing
manners.

To illustrate why the switching is required, let
us consider the example of forming a trapezoid
that is snapped as shown in Fig. 1. In the case
where a user intends to snap the line ab as a fine
structure shown in Fig. 1 (f), a high-resolution
grid system shown in Fig. 1 (a) is required.
However, user’s slight miss-arrangement for the
line cd results in miss-alignment as shown in
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Fig. 1 (b). On the other hand, in the case where
the user intends to snap the line cd as a rough
structure shown in Fig. 1 (f), a low-resolution
grid system shown in Fig. 1 (c) is preferred for
easy pointing operations. Nevertheless, user’s
arrangement for the line ab results in incorrect
alignment as shown in Fig. 1 (d). The observa-
tions show that high-resolution snapping with
precise pointing is required when fine structures
are intended and low-resolution snapping with
easy pointing is good when rough structures are
intended.

Since usual drawing includes both fine and
rough structures, quick switching between high-
resolution snapping and low-resolution snap-
ping is essential for making drawings efficiently.
MFGS provides automatic resolution switching
in the multi-resolution grid system, as shown
in Fig. 1 (e), that is a combination of several
grid systems each of which has different reso-
lution. For the automatic resolution switching,
MFGS associates rough pointing manners with
low-resolution snapping and careful pointing
manners with high-resolution snapping. Using
MFGS, a user can get correct cursor snapping,
as shown in Fig. 1 (f), by expressing his/her in-
tention about snapping resolution through only
varying pointing manners. Since MFGS pro-
vides the automatic switching of snapping res-
olution, the manual switching becomes unnec-
essary.

2. Multi-Resolution Fuzzy Grid Snap-
ping

In the single-resolution grid systems, a cursor
will just be snapped with the nearest grid point.
However, in the multi-resolution grid systems,
there are multiple choices. Selection of the grid
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Fig. 1 Difference of snapping according to grid
resolution.
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Fig. 2 Three choices for snapping cursor.

layer in which the cursor should be snapped de-
pends upon the user’s intention. For example,
Fig. 2 shows a three layered multi-resolution
grid system that includes a high-resolution grid
system G1, a middle-resolution grid system G2

and a low-resolution grid system G3. In this
figure, c is the current cursor point, while g1,
g2 and g3 are the nearest grid points to c in
G1, G2 and G3, respectively. In this particular
case, the user has three choices to snap the cur-
sor, which are g1, g2 and g3. This leads us to
another problem of getting the intention of the
user.

To overcome the problem, we propose a snap-
ping strategy to utilize user’s pointing manners.
In this strategy, we associate rough pointing
manners with low-resolution snapping and care-
ful pointing manners with high-resolution snap-
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(a) Perspective view. (b) Top view.

Fig. 3 Conical fuzzy cursor c̃.

ping. The reason for this association is that the
position a cursor represents is considered to be
vague in the case of rough pointing manners
while it is considered to be precise in the case
of careful pointing manners.

We first design a fuzzy cursor model that rep-
resents not only the cursor position but also its
vagueness. Then, we design a multi-resolution
grid system that has fuzziness in its grid points.
Finally, we propose a fuzzy grid snapping tech-
nique named MFGS, which embodies the above
strategy.

2.1 Fuzzy Cursor Model
To introduce vagueness into a cursor, we pro-

pose to express the cursor with a conical fuzzy
cursor c̃ =< c, rc >. Here, c̃ is a fuzzy set
which is characterized by the conical member-
ship function

µc̃(v) =
(

1 − ‖ v − c ‖
rc

)
∨ 0, (1)

where c is the current cursor position, rc is
fuzziness that represents vagueness in the cur-
sor position and ∨ stands for a max operator.
Figure 3 illustrates the conical fuzzy cursor.
We further establish the following method for
calculating the amount of fuzziness rc accord-
ing to roughness of pointing manners.

The first step is to provide the system all the
recent cursor positions and their time stamps
for a certain period of time T as a sequence
(ci, ti) ∼ (ci−m+1, ti−m+1), where (ci, ti) cor-
responds to the current cursor and m is the
number of cursor positions gathered during the
recent period T . Secondly, the system applies
spline interpolation 2) to the sequence, and then
it checks acceleration ai and velocity vi at each
cursor position ci. Then the system assigns an
appropriate amount of fuzziness r∗ci

to each cur-
sor position ci by using the fuzziness generator

r∗ci
= Caai + Cvvi, (2)

that is proposed in Ref. 3). Here, Ca and Cv are
positive constant values. Thirdly, the system
calculates recent average fuzziness as

r̄∗ci
=

1
m

m−1∑
j=0

r∗ci−j
. (3)
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Finally, the system calculates the fuzziness rc
by

rc = αr̄∗ci
+ (1 − α)r̄∗ci−1

, (4)
where α is a constant value between 0 and 1.
The final step is to adjust response speed of
fuzziness variation in the fuzzy cursor.

2.2 Multi-Resolution Grid System
We define an n-layered multi-resolution grid

system as a combination of single-resolution
grid systems Gi(i = 1, 2, . . . , n), each of which
has two properties SGi

and rGi
. Here, SGi

and
rGi

are the stride and the fuzziness of a grid
Gi, respectively. In the grid system, we assume
Gi(i = 1, 2, . . . , n) are in descending order of
resolution. Therefore, we simply give the small-
est value to SG1 and the largest value to SGn

.
On the other hand, we let the fuzziness rep-
resent covering area of each grid point. The
covered area is considered to be small for a
high-resolution grid system but large for a low-
resolution grid system. Therefore, we assign
the smallest amount of fuzziness to rG1 and the
largest amount of fuzziness to rGn

.
2.3 Fuzzy Grid Snapping
The snapping strategy for the multi-

resolution grid system discussed above is real-
ized through the following method. We name
this method Multi-resolution Fuzzy Grid Snap-
ping (MFGS). For simplicity, we assume that
the number of layers n is 3 without losing gen-
erality.

First, the system selects one grid point gi

that is nearest to the fuzzy cursor c̃ from each
grid system Gi, and uses it as a snapping can-
didate. Second, the system replaces each snap-
ping candidate gi with a conical fuzzy point
g̃i =< gi, rgi

>, where rgi
is the fuzziness that

inherits fuzziness of the grid Gi, which is rGi
.

Third, the system evaluates each snapping can-
didate with necessity N g̃i . Here, N g̃i is ne-
cessity of a fuzzy proposition “g̃i is c̃” 4). The
necessity is defined as

N g̃i = Necg̃i
(c̃)

= inf
v

((1 − µg̃i
(v)) ∨ µc̃(v)) (5)

according to Refs. 4) and 5). In this particular
case where g̃i and c̃ have conical fuzzy member-
ship functions, the system can easily calculate
the necessity by

Necg̃i(c̃) =
(

rc− ‖ gi − c ‖
rc + rgi

)
∨ 0. (6)

Fourth, the system performs fuzzy reasoning

Table 1 Rules of MFGS.

µ(g̃3) = N g̃3

µ(g̃2) = (1 − N g̃3 ) ∧ N g̃2

µ(g̃1) = (1 − N g̃3 ) ∧ (1 − N g̃2 ) ∧ N g̃1

g2
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~
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~

Fig. 4 Snapping candidates and fuzzy cursor in
multi-resolution grid system.

Table 2 Evaluated grades of snapping candidates
according to fuzziness rc.

rc µ(g̃3) µ(g̃2) µ(g̃1)
3.00 0.00 0.17 0.69
9.00 0.16 0.62 0.37
22.00 0.52 0.47 0.17

by applying the rules shown in Table 1 ☆, and
then evaluates the snapping candidates with
grades µ(g̃3), µ(g̃2) and µ(g̃1). The rules imply
that the system will try to snap the fuzzy cur-
sor with the lowest resolution grid point as long
as there is necessity. Finally, the system deter-
mines the grid candidate that has the highest
grade and selects it as snapping point gs.

To demonstrate how MFGS works for the
case shown in Fig. 2, let us set the strides as
SG1 = 1.00, SG2 = 4.00, SG3 = 16.00 and the
fuzziness as rG1 = 0.50, rG2 = 2.00, rG3 = 8.00.
Then, let us set fuzzy cursor’s fuzziness rc with
three different values 3.00, 9.00 and 22.00. Fig-
ure 4 illustrates the case where rc = 3.00.

Table 2 shows the evaluated grades of snap-
ping candidates according to the fuzziness rc.
On the basis of the table, the larger amount
of fuzziness the cursor has, the lower resolution
snapping the system selects. This fact confirms
that MFGS coincides with the proposed snap-
ping strategy.

3. Experimental Results

To evaluate the performance of MFGS, we
made a target picking experiment with a three-

☆ The symbol ∧ stands for a min operator.
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Fig. 5 Comparison of target picking time.

layered multi-resolution grid system that in-
cludes G1, G2 and G3. We let five users per-
form tasks to keep on picking consecutively ap-
peared target grid points on a computer dis-
play ☆ for five minutes and calculated average
picking time. The task was repeated three
times, where all the settings for MFGS were
unchanged but only target point generation was
changed. Each time, one grid layer was speci-
fied and the target grid points were randomly
selected from grid points of the specified layer.
The picking was regarded to be done when the
mouse button was pressed while gs was snapped
with the target grid point.

For MFGS, we set the strides as SG1 =
5[pixels], SG2 = 20[pixels], SG3 = 80[pixels]
and the fuzziness as rG1 = 2.5[pixels], rG2 =
10[pixels], rG3 = 40[pixels], respectively. Then,
we set the properties for the fuzzy cursor c̃ as
T = 0.5[sec], Ca = 0.036[sec2], Cv = 0.014[sec]
and α = 0.5.

For comparison, we also performed a simi-
lar experiment to obtain target picking time by
single-resolution grid snapping (SGS), which is
commonly used in present CAD applications.
For SGS, we set the resolution of grid sys-
tem the same as the high-resolution grid G1 of
MFGS.

Figure 5 shows that, although the picking
time for targets from high-resolution layer G1

using MFGS is slightly longer than the pick-
ing time using SGS, the picking time for tar-
gets from low-resolution layer G3 using MFGS
is considerably shorter than the picking time
using SGS. In the experiment for MFGS, we
observed that users achieved easy and quick

☆ Resolution of the display was 3.79[pixels/mm].

picking for targets from G3 by expressing their
intention to the system for low-resolution snap-
ping through rough pointing manners. The re-
sults clearly show that the MFGS is an effective
snapping technique which speeds up the low-
resolution grid snapping while keeping ability
for high-resolution grid snapping.

4. Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented a new grid
snapping technique named MFGS that realizes
automatic cursor snapping for multi-resolution
grid systems. MFGS dynamically selects a res-
olution level of the grid and snaps a cursor
according to user’s pointing manners. Exper-
imental results demonstrated that MFGS is an
effective grid snapping technique which speeds
up low-resolution grid snapping while keeping
ability for high-resolution grid snapping.

Through additional experiments, we observed
that fuzziness setting for both the fuzzy cursor
and the multi-resolution grid system affects the
performance of MFGS. Future work will focus
on optimization of the fuzziness setting.
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